Jamal’s gonna be over all weekend so I gotta stay busy.

Anyways this is my set up its pretty sweet.

Daily reminder that gold and silver are best, and that paper "money" and those stupid bitcoins everyone was sperging about are shit.

Ayranism, Breeding and Race (White Ayran Race thread)

Salute /pol/acks,

>pic related and the old cuckchan thread https://archive.4plebs.org/pol/thread/26802590

Today i want to talk about circumcision and race in a more medical way (and socio-political environment), Just read some of the stuff (both link and pic are pretty similar). So this thread should be all about Ayranism, the history of white people (primarily) and everything related. I don't have a good "theme" for the topic so i just start to ask you some questions. Don't get me wrong i just fail to come up with something interesting. The rest we could discuss is all in this archive and i highly recommend you to atleast read it once - you might find it interesting.

>(Circumcision, Phimosis)

>Nature often shuts hybrids down with phimosis, nature is reasonable, so if you have one you should consider not breeding, but following ascetic, soul-strengthening, self-bettering, truth-promoting lifestyle focusing on salvation of the souls of your close ones to reap the noblest experience and the results out of this life. The most degenerated - Jews and Muslims found a way around it with infant circumcision, trying to cheat and defile the natural order.

Okay, where should i start? First of all i'm white (no jewish ancestry) and presumably northern europe descent. Chestnut brown hair and blue eyes (and so on). The thing is my mother is of german descent and my father is of prussian descent - so there are naturally racial difference according to this old Ayran White Thread. And he is totally right about the "phimosis". I lurked and asked within my family about it - and the truth is - most of my relatives (from what i know) are either circumcised or have something similiar . So i'm kinda curious about the whole breeding thing the first author (of the archive thread) was talking about. He just said that it wouldn't be wise. And most of the people i know (just a few) are either circumcised by a young age (presumably 4) just like with me or had a not so drastically surgical intervention. My question however is: What do you guys could tell me about this circumcision-delusion? Is this phimosis that i (presumably) had a reason for me not to breed? Should i (as a european-hybrid) of those ayran races really consider not breeding? If i should breed - what should preserve the most (e.g. what kind of women?) Should i just kill myself? I really want to help our Volk and brothers - but i don't know what to do. I really like also to read about your experience.

>The ancestry is more strongly passed by the father in humans. Both biologically and morally. Father is always the best reference.

This is my second point. I always thought the mother was important. My father has maybe the bluest eyes i've seen - and i inherently have much more greyish eyes. What do you guys know about this? Why does my "genes" are so much different? Do we have somebody who knows something about this shit? I really curious (especially for the first part about phimosis and circumcision) to get to know what you guys might have. So lets make a worthwhile thread.

Thank you for possible explanations and for answering my questions.

I'm freaking the fuck out from the doomday prophecies being tossed around here.

All of it seems to boil down to one element setting it off: debt.

I don’t claim to know much about anything when it comes to the economy, but I do know what my daddy told me growing up. Debt doesn’t exist in the real world, you can’t take a bucket full of debt to the store and buy something, and you can’t run a wood pellet stove on IOU’s.

So my question is, with all the unperforming loans and loss of liquidity and flooded markets and all the other jargon mumbo-jumbo:

WHY CANT WE JUST NOT PAY BACK THE DEBT?

What would happen if you just said that you aren’t going to pay the debt because you aren’t going to let your citizens starve to death and kill eachother? If your country had enough resources to sustain itself with food and power, why wouldn’t you just absolve yourself of debt? Could America feasibly last on its own, isolated from the world?

I don’t want to die
WIKILEAKS DOUBLE UPDATE

First up:

Bundestag Inquiry into BND and NSA

https://www.wikileaks.org/bnd-nsa/press/

https://archive.is/SFDdD

>Today, Tuesday 12 May, WikiLeaks releases ten months of transcripts from the ongoing German Parliamentary inquiry into NSA activities in Germany. Despite many sessions being technically public, in practice public understanding has been compromised as transcripts have been withheld, recording devices banned and reporters intrusively watched by police.

>WikiLeaks is releasing 1,380 pages of transcripts from the unclassified sessions, covering 34 witnesses – including 13 concealed witnesses from Germany’s foreign intelligence agency, the Bundesnachrichtendienst (BND). The transcripts cover from the start of the inquiry in May 2014 through to February 2015.

>WikiLeaks has also written summaries of each session in German and English as the inquiry, due to its subject matter, is of international significance.

> The BND is referenced 1,782 times, the NSA 1,671 times, the CIA 179 times, Edward Snowden 204 times and German Chancellor Angela Merkel 14 times.

And next up:

Trident whistleblower: nuclear ‘disaster waiting to happen’ (Note: This is about how shitty the system is.)

https://www.wikileaks.org/trident-safety/

https://archive.is/NJhLq

>Mr McNeill, who has been in communications with WikiLeaks since the beginning of May, has decided he wants to go public about the detailed nuclear safety problems he says he has been "gathering for over a year".

This one is basically an interview with an informant so it’s written like an opinion piece apparently.

Fortunately hadn’t read it all the way to busy but just throwing it out here.

God fucking dammit /pol/. Why are you always right. Today I was out in the city and guess what. A negroid nigger fucking shitskin beat up my friend.

Jesus Christ. Being able to observe. OBSERVE. The statistic is so much more revealing that just seeing it. God fucking DAMN

Is it the nature of intelligent life to destroy itself?

So I read about this hypothetical answer to the fermi paradox:


What do you guys think?

Is this a possible reason for so much break down of society?

Is there some inherent evolutionary byproduct of intelligence/self awareness that causes us to stagnate and/or degenerate after a certain point?
Saban: Hillary Clinton is ideal candidate for Israel

A United States led by Hillary Clinton would be “great” for Israel, Haim Saban said in an exclusive interview with The Jerusalem Post. In the interview, which will be published as part of the newspaper’s annual ranking of the Top 50 most influential Jews in the world, Saban declined to provide specifics on Clinton’s diplomatic policy for the region but said, “We have yet to see all of Hillary’s detailed positions, and I will not give anything away. However, one thing I know: Hillary will be great for Israel.”

The billionaire philanthropist and media mogul, whose financial backing is seen as a crucial to Clinton’s candidacy, said, “Hillary has been a steadfast defender of Israel’s interests. She will be a fantastic president for the US, an incredible world leader and one under whom the relationship with the US and Israel will be significantly reinforced.”

Saban also weighed in on the tense relations between Prime Minister Benjamin Netanyahu and US President Barack Obama. He acknowledged that tensions do exist, but said the cooperation between the two nations remains as strong as ever.

“Ultimately, this isn’t the first time there has been tension between these two allies, and it likely won’t be the last.

But I think the vice president put it best at a recent [Israel] Independence Day celebration when he said, “Sometimes we drive each other crazy. But we love each other, and we protect each other,” he said.

The Post will publish its list of rankings in the full interview next Friday, May 22.

https://archive.is/4jMfW

Interesting correlation between rise in SJW lingo and social liberalism in America

Hey, /pol/acks. I a little while ago, we had an interesting thread where we looked at many of the terms tumblrites used and when they started using them more heavily. What we found was that most of the words and phrases started popping up around 2011-2012 and began to rise heavily.

It was an interesting thread, like I said, but I sort of put it in the back of my memory until I stumbled across this interesting article: https://archive.is/j29AA

What’s interesting about this, is that you can see in this graph that around the same time (2011-2012), social conservatism among Americans starts to decline amount, while social liberalism seems to rise dramatically. Before that year, the social opinions stayed relatively even, but now we see a conservatism dropping more steadily, as liberalism rises.

Could this be the result of a concerted subversion program implemented around that date? Sounds a bit far fetched, but knowing what we’ve uncovered before, it’s not out of the question. Maybe older conservatives are simply dying off, but it could be something else

What do you guys think about it?

Justus is Swerved

All six Baltimore police officers charged for the death of Freddie Gray have been indicted by a grand jury.

Additionally, the state attorney said the charges to the officers - previously imposed on May 1 - have been modified to better reflect her office’s investigation.

“As our investigation has continued, additional info has been discovered, and, as is often the case, additional charges can be added,” Baltimore State Attorney Marilyn Mosby said during a press conference.

Mosby did not not take questions after the announcement. The officers will be arraigned on July 2.

Read more: http://www.wfsb.com/story/29127927/2015/05/21/baltimore-officers-indicted-for-the-death-of-freddie-gray#ixzz3aoaeh2z0

Funny Islam

Hey let's have a Islam fools thread
Just to give you advice to find stupid stuff like
> supposed wonders of the Quran
> supposed wonders of Islam
> Contradictions in Quran and how muslims try to fix it
> Islamic worldview
> Islamic science/knowledge

If you search for something like this you will get hilarious results

Or just post what is in your collection

The daily stormer is shit

Daily reminder that the daily stormer is shit

Here's some background to the site and it's inception:

> Anglin (born 1985 in Ohio) launched a blog titled Total Fascism in 2012, through which he praised Adolf Hitler’s art and the Greek Golden Dawn party, while criticizing Alex Jones, whom he believes is not critical of Jews. Feeling that its articles were too long, The Daily Stormer was launched on July 4, 2013, with shorter articles and a more colloquial style. The website is registered in the name of Anglin’s father Greg, who runs a Christian-inspired counselling service in Worthington, Ohio. The website offers pro-Russian coverage of the conflict in Ukraine

> shorter articles and a more colloquial style
> Dumbed down
> pro-Russian coverage
> Putin shilling

but wait, there's more!

> According to the SPLC, Anglin has been criticized by other White nationalist bloggers and writers for his focus on Neo-Nazism ahead of "preserving and protecting the White race". The same organization has noted that other White Nationalist websites have taken issue with what they see as low-brow coverage on The Daily Stormer, as well as its denouncement of Christian Identity or defense of Christianity in general, although others have praised its reach and influence.

> In his criticism of Anglin, Colin Liddell of AlternativeRight.com wrote that "it is hard not to conclude that Anglin is a paid shill and agent provocateur, whose purpose is simply to infest and discredit White nationalism."

stop being idiots and stop visiting that toxic rag. It's literally the dumbed down low brow media of National Socialism, catering to those often called out as "nazihoos" and "stormfags", the lowest tier of National Socialists

Shillary Clinton Quotes
On Feminism:
> "Human rights are women’s rights, and women’s rights are human rights."

On Individual Liberty:
> "We must stop thinking of the individual and start thinking about what is best for society."

On the First and Second Amendments (Specifically the NRA):
> "We cannot let a minority of people, and that’s what it is, it is a minority of people, hold a view point that terrorizes the majority of people."

On Abortion:
> "We’re always going to argue about abortion. It’s a hard choice and it’s controversial, and that’s why I’m pro-choice, because I want people to make their own choices."

On Race:
> "What we have to do— is to find a way to celebrate our diversity and debate our differences without fracturing our communities"

On Humility:
> "If I want to knock a story off the front page, I just change my hairstyle."

On Tax Cuts:
> "Many of you are well enough off that the tax cuts may have helped you. We’re saying that for America to get back on track, we’re probably going to cut that short and not give it to you. We’re going to take things away from you on behalf of the common good."
On Climate Change:
> "Often times when you face such an overwhelming challenge as global climate change, it can be somewhat daunting - it's kind of like trying to lose weight, which I know something about."

On Self-Improvement:
> "You know, everybody has setbacks in their life, and everybody falls short of whatever goals they might set for themselves. That's part of living and coming to terms with who you are as a person."

On the future of the white race:
> "The challenges of change are always hard. It is important that we begin to unpack those challenges that confront this nation and realize that we each have a role that requires us to change and become more responsible for shaping our own future."

On Opposite Day:
> "I believe in transparency."

On Whistleblowers:
> "The United States strongly condemns the illegal disclosure of classified information. It puts people's lives in danger, threatens our national security, and undermines our efforts to work with other countries to solve shared problems."

On Doublespeak:
> "Both the American people and nations that censor the internet should understand that our government is committed to helping promote internet freedom."

On being a Special Snowflake:
> "When I was growing up, my parents always told me that I had to do what I thought was right and not listen to other people. That was hard for me."

On Saudi Arabia, UAE, Qatar, Israel, etc:
> "If a country doesn't recognize minority rights and human rights, including women's rights, you will not have the kind of stability and prosperity that is possible."

On Common Core and School Choice:
> "Let's not leave an educational vacuum to be filled by religious extremists who go to families who have no other option and offer meals, housing and some form of education. If we are going to combat extremism then we must educate those very same children."

On Free Will:
> "It is past time for women to take their rightful place, side by side with men, in the rooms where the fates of peoples, where their children's and grandchildren's fates, are decided."

On Free Will #2:
> "I think that if you live long enough, you realize that so much of what happens in life is out of your control, but how you respond to it is in your control. That's what I try to remember."

On Saudi Arabian harems:
> "Wealthy women have rights in every country. And poor women don't."

On Other People:
> "I can't stand whining."

On Herself:
> "I think I'm chronically exhausted."

__

Kill me now. I want off this ride.

---

The Continuing Fall of Cracked

https://archive.is/Kg9Pt

> "This used to be a comedy site

Here is the original link for the people that know a couple hundred extra clicks won't keep the SJW machine running any longer than it normally would, and want to read the comments.

http://www.cracked.com/blog/disasters-caused-by-homosexual-superpowers/

The comments are the best/worst part.

It saddens me that Cracked has fallen this far. It used to actually be funny. Then they began running this SJW bullshit, but it was at least rare. Now it seems to be one or two every day,
I come to you with fresh pasta from /sp/ –

I got the long game going on this one don’t you dare question my ability to start a race war. Just because I’m not gassing kikes with fucking Zyklon B out of my pocket does not mean I’m a Jew-lover. Fack you, do you have the first 3 Shoah’s perfectly planned out? Are you purposefully waiting a weekend past when you call in a threat to add a level of mystery? Did you get a job at a high-end Klan member to further leave an impression? I doubt you ever have perfected the art of race wars. Well bow in the presence of a master.

First I’m taking some niggers on a long walk off a short pier, they die more easily while in water so this will be a great opportunity to learn a lot about their weaknesses without coming off as a guessing game of negro-slaying. I did some research into the things they mention being interested in/enjoy so I can bait them by pretending to share a hobby and/or interest with them.

Next I will take the spics on some ‘classic’ hate crimes, targeted attacks, threats against families, a drive-by shooting. Something of that nature. That’s where it becomes I’m obvious I’m not just trying to accept their presence like the other assholes.

Then comes the final solution, kikes hanging in a fairly high place and the return of White supremacy.

After that I have a race war…

Goodbye shitkims.

original

***/sp/156826

WELCOME BACK JEWS!!!


>mfv Spain is so desperate they want to bring back Kikes…

Spain expelled some 300,000 Jews in 1492. Now, if everything goes as planned, it’s about to invite their descendants back. And the move has got all of Israel buzzing.

The Sephardic Ancestry Bill, which is expected to pass through the Spanish Senate this month, aims to correct a “historic mistake” by offering citizenship to as many as 3.5 million Sephardic Jews around the world whose ancestors were forced out by King Ferdinand and Queen Isabella.

Can you give me the list of jews responsible for the Western decline?

Film producers, movie directors, politicians, bankers, etc. and their contributions and actions too if you can find them.
Rare Merchants thread.
OP must be at least 100 chars on this board.

I hate to make a new thread for this but...
does anybody have that pic with info on the potential September 2015 happening?

I want to live forever, is there any secrets so i can live forever or atleast slow down my aging processes

Do you ever feel like western civilization is kind of just having a nervous breakdown?
I don’t know what it is, but everything seems to be getting crazier every year - more unhinged, more nonsensical, more extreme.
Alex Jones assaulted by "RedGuard Austin" aka black lives matter communists at Pro Life protest in Austin Texas.

For the Lulz

https://www.facebook.com/redguardsaustin?fref=ts

---

>TURKEY GATHERING FORCES IN SOUTH TO INVADE SYRIA; RUSSIAN SHIPS ON ALERT! IRAN TO INVADE TURKEY'S EAST; HIZBULLAH TO OVERWHELM AL QAEDA DURING NEXT FEW HOURS


What do you think /pol/?

Is Erdogan really gonna do it?

---

>just went out clubbing
>be /fit/
>talk to 9/10 girl
>has a bf
>turn out bf is black, and cheats on her
>still doesn't want to go out with me

why do white women betray us so

---

Hellstorm: The Documentary

Hellstorm - Exposing The Real Genocide of Nazi Germany

This documentary tells the tale that the victors still do not want you to know. Learn the terrible truth about the rape, torture, slavery, and mass murder inflicted upon the German people by the Allied victims of World War II. This is the biggest cover-up in world history.

Subtitles and translations coming soon.

Website: http://www.hellstormdocumentary.com/


---

Apparently normies and even most channers thing that modern Nat Soc /pol/ocks are at best pathetic losers but more likely seriously psychotic school shooters with gay-ass daddy issues.

Please respond.
Boycotting Government Enforced Marriage

So now that the governments of most western countries have made legal marriage a complete joke, it is time to do something else. Why not have our own independent registry for people that want to be married, instead of participating in the marxist-feminist sham that they are foisting upon us now? It would be a list recognized by churches, where no commie faggot marriages are allowed, and would have no oversight by Obama and jews. Think of all the butthurt that would happen once they found out that no one cares about gay marriage except for the government which is full of fags anyway? I think it could be a good idea.

Cop killed by basketball american 1 day before maternity leave.

You have a New mom. Coach K at the local Boys and Girls Club. Girl Scout leader. Special Olympics volunteer—all gone because of a fucking dindu.

How do you respond, /pol/?

>I'm new around here. I've read the posts for a few days and whilst I commend you for having free speech and standing by your views, I've realised many of you are very, very angry and your anger is founded on ignorance, and a complete lack of introspection.

>First, I would heartily recommend as many of you as possible go and read this commencement speech (qz.com/410057/10-years-later-david-foster-wallaces-commencement-address-at-kenyon-college-is-as-relevant-as-ever/) and consider the lessons David Foster Wallace tries to impart and reflect on your own World view.

>As I read it I immediately thought of so many of you needing to introspect and reflect based on his words.

>It's a commencement speech given to college students that I present here, because I do not believe most of you have actually really thought for yourselves about what it is you are doing with your brains since you were children. The words I have read here are the arguments of the unaware, the ignorant and the fearful. I hope that the speech might make you question a few things about your beliefs and why you believe what you believe.

>The values I, a white middle-class male from a Christian family, consider to be European include equality, fairness and openness.

>The values the rest of you seem to hold up are alien to me.

>In that speech, there is a section about what you worship and how it can consume you. I think it’s important some of you reflect on that in particular.

>You seem to worship your whiteness, your christianity, your right-wing libertarian world view, predicated on capitalism, and you are walking around dead inside.

>You all appear to be afraid. You are afraid of anybody who isn’t white, and they only way you can deal with that is to negate them and talk about how inferior they are. You are afraid of Jews and Muslims despite them being culturally part of Europe for thousands of years, so you talk about how inferior they are.

>You are afraid of left-wing equality-loving liberals. So slander them. Your ideas are so narrow and so self-contained, you struggle to absorb actual information about the World as it actually is. You are afraid of new ideas, new information.

>You are carrying around an image of the World in your heads divorced from reality, absent of empathy, and you are afraid, you are angry and you are raging.

>You have built this place to be an echo chamber for your baseless racism and fear. You cheer each other on, but the cheers are hollow, you’re all dead inside: the fear you all feel has killed you off, stopped you from truly living. You don’t understand that feeling so look for somebody to blame, and the cycle reenforces itself.

>This is not what being European is. I’m not sure what European actually means but we can start with the following:

>1 We’re not “racially pure”, whatever the fuck you think that is. We are the collective product of thousands of years of cultural and ethnic mixing. Most of might be able to trace ancestry to a handful of people who were white, but we probably all have Celtic, Nordic, Mediterranean, Middle Eastern and African DNA. Even within the confines of “European white”, there are hundreds - possibly thousands - of different “races”. So why some of you consider yourself to be superior to others based on race, I simply can’t fathom.

>2 It is ironic that so many of you hate immigrants. I hate to break this to you, but one of your ancestors was an immigrant. You might need to go back a way, but you’re an nth-generation immigrant. Europe is the product of thousands of years of wandering across continents and the vast majority of Europeans are not only aware of this, but embrace it.

>3 We are not better than people from other continents. Whilst there was a period around the Enlightenment when Europe was the centre of the World, that period relied on mathematics developed by
Indians and Arabs, our arts mostly originated in Africa, and the only religion that can be considered to be truly wholly created by Europeans is probably Scientology. The Christianity so many of you seem to think is so proper and right was started by a group of Jews (who so many of you hate), in the heart of the Middle East. The future almost certainly belongs to the Chinese who themselves have richly informed European culture. To those who point who much more “advanced” Europe is to other parts of the World, I think you should consider the words of the not-very-PC and extremely European Frankie Boyle:

1/2

Rand Paul says he’ll support an independent Kurdistan

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=ObTdO_a3bZk

What is your opinion on this?

R: 0 / I: 0 / P: 8

How Jewish lies have destroyed future nationalists

Every true natsoc is a civilized man. You do not exterminate just because you can, not even the ones who hate the most. You expel them to were they can’t harm you or were they belong, you convert them or make them useful. You do not resort to barbaric tactics, EVEN IF you have to use force, you are not cruel.

From recent developments and revision of history we can say Nazi Germany was actually one of the most civilized countries of the time, and the ones who treated POWs better. Only when the supply lines got fucked by the allies did it become bleak for POWs.

Yet, due to the Jewish, allied and soviet lies, only scum, extremists, or hypocrits could support nazi germany. Atleast without deep research first. Those neo-nazis and the like tarnish our image. And the image of a tolerant but stern no BS ideology.

We have to clean the image of NS, as they were not these animals, we must attract good people to our cause.

I know a lot of those “extremists” are actually shills— But it pains me, that fellow enlightened fascists and natsocs are so few— Having to associated in the minds of others with barbarians who would have been punished in NS Germany if they implemented their ideas— it’s just painful.

We already have threads about redpilling folks, but we need to speed up, and focus on how humane they are and how evil the soviets were, then tell how the allies messed up because propaganda also fooled them—

I can’t stand to hear self-declared natsocs and the like spewing barbaric BS and tarnish the image of future nationalists, the ones who treated POWs better one of the most civilized and disciplined ideas in history, they sound like niggers.

How can I say I am natsoc when those fucking Jewish memes talk like the supposed “evil mengele” of the propaganda?

/poli/ this is killing me inside, that the scum of society is corrupting us

Let’s get more ideas for a new redpill initiative.

Sorry if the thread was uncalled for, but I had to vent.

Operation Hellstorm Airdrop

Hey /pol/,

Old thread 404’d but I’m the anon who was going to distribute DVD’s of Hellstorm: The Real Genocide of Nazi Germany to people around my neighborhood.

Here’s an update on my progress:

>1) DVD with cover art arrived

>2) Installed 2 SATA DVD RW drives in my PC for pumping them out.

>3) 5 done so far, 45 left to go.

Next steps:

4) Get a DVD label maker.

5) Get slim DVD covers

6) Type up a nice letter with info on the site and how to share it with their friends.

7) Set up tracking/splash page/feedback page like a facebook page or responsive landing page. i.e. is everyone just throwing them away? Are people watching them, but not getting anything out of it? etc.

8) Commence Airdrop. Package them up and drive around dropping them off.

Also, should I put them in people’s doors/snops? Or should I mail them out USPS? I’m worried about the legality here.
Wanna see a Pro punk a hack Jew bitch for a half hour? Well, Norm is your man. Best clip for webm starts at around 4:40, fucking gold.

Watch this without a manly tear

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=9eLHoh7NzM0

Tribal Wars 2

>inb4 devs

JOIN THE REICH IN PLAYING MERCHANT SIMULATOR 2015 (Tribal Wars 2) "BRAND NEW WORLD, FEW DAYS OLD"

ITT: We Anschlus everyone

Mechanics:

>mint shekels
>recruit merchants with shekels
>send merchants out in groups to subvert other villages
>literally the ultimate aim of the game
>we meet on a white supremacist website
>we recruit neo-nazis
>we send ‘manifesto’s
>there are Jews who have literally thought this

How Do:

Step 1: go to [https://en.tribalwars2.com](https://en.tribalwars2.com) and sign up (do NOT create a name that is overtly offensive, people have been banned, go for something subtle. you WILL get BANNED by the mods for names like jewsgointheoven, niggersbeinghung.)

Step 2: Join the "Kronborg" and join in the SW region

Step 2a: If you don’t get an option to join Kronborg world, you will need to join the world they set up for you, then proceed to click the red power icon in the top right and click logout. This will bring you to a main screen, towards the top right click-play and then select Kronborg world, and join the South West SW region.

Step 3: Join us on IRC (highly recommended). The #pol channel on the rizon network, we are very active there, and can help you along the way. It’s also good for shits and giggles.

>jews gonna jew
>pol is always right
>
do NOT create a name that is overtly offensive
>
make sure you czech step 2a, as most people who have problems have problems with that

post your in game name in this thread, and we will invite you.
Deconstructing Manhood

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=21VFUBLikaY
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Tn3Cc1Wu7j4
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=qUH9uyeX6oA

Most politicians in democratic countries around the world take feminist ideas to be facts, and have these ideas influence public policy in a very real way. In the US, UK and Sweden, feminist thinkers are advisors to the government and directly influence legislation and other decisions.

Feminism has even spread to schools, where boys now are shamed simply for being boys feminist Doris Lessing, described this phenomenon as early as 2001:

"I was in a class of nine- and 10-year-olds, girls and boys, and this young woman was telling these kids that the reason for wars was the innately violent nature of men."

You could see the little girls, fat with complacency and conceit while the little boys sat there crumpled, apologising for their existence, thinking this was going to be the pattern of their lives."

Feminist Christina Hoff Sommers has also written about the same tendency; in her book The War Against Boys she exposes how feminist ideas and sloppy research have attacked boys in US schools and turned boyhood into a disease.

Why is this such a big issue? Can’t boys see the wider picture here, and understand that the teacher is trying to correct past wrongs? No, this is exactly what children of a certain age are unable to do.

Children aren’t born with the cognitive capacities of your average adult, and before the age of 11, most children are simply unable to perform abstract reasoning or understand nuances when having a discussion. Instead, children below this age generally see things in either-or scenarios, and divide the world into dichotomies of “good or bad”, “wanted or unwanted”, etc.

The effect of teachers bringing feminism into the classroom, whether they are feminists themselves or simply instructed to do so, is that young boys hear the message: “Girls are good, boys are bad.” Due to their cognitive development, this is the natural interpretation of feminism for young boys (and girls). This creates a sense of shame at a very deep level, and could quite conceivably affect the self-esteem and healthy development of these young boys.

Imposing these ideas on young boys who cognitively cannot help but be shamed and deflated is dangerously close to child abuse.

Drunk Guy harassing Bartender at local Bar

So I don’t drink alcohol very often. But today was one of those days (It’s Friday after all and 2-3 beers won’t make me a degenerate).

The bar I was at was about to close, I brought my empty glass to the bartender and went for a piss. After I came back I saw this heavily smashed guy harassing the girl working there. She told him to shut up and go back to the smoking area because he was smoking. He was so wasted he forgot his beer and while he was walking away I told him he left his beer behind. He looked at me angry and said “what do you want from me?”. I didn’t let him provoke me and he grabbed his beer and went off.

I left the bar.

Now I’m wondering how this will end. I’m thinking about checking the place out again in 30mins. I don’t want this scumbag to hurt that white girl (He’s white too btw but Wigger is a better term to describe his persona).

Tell me pol… as part Aryan what should I do?

Who the Jewish Billionaires Are Backing for 2016

A quick look at the list of top political donors for 2014 reveals a striking fact: At least a third of the most generous 50 mega-givers were Jewish. In fact, contributions from Jewish billionaires and multi-millionaires dominated the top 10 spots on the list. — most of the money went to Super PACs, the main cash vehicle that will oil the wheels of the 2016 presidential campaign. —

For Republicans, the race for donors is in full force, with Jewish political contributors in front row seats. —


Remember when I told you that I was gonna use Twitter Ads to send out promoted Tweets telling trannies to kill themselves?

http://archive.4plebs.org/pol/thread/45108365/
Well, guess what? I just did it.

http://www.pinknews.co.uk/2015/05/20/twitter-users-shown-transphobic-promoted-tweet/

You’re fucking welcome, /pol/.

With any luck, I managed to actually get a few trannies to remove themselves from the gene pool today.

All in a day’s work.

BTW, in my trolling, I used the name and image of Caitlin Roper, an Ausfailian feminazi who is involved in all sorts of censorship campaigns. She was the one who started the campaign to get GTA V banned from Australia. Make sure to harass this feminazi whore for “promoting transphobia”.

https://twitter.com/caitlin_roper

Non-white immigration has reached critical mass in Britain

Non-white immigration has reached critical mass in Britain

Why isn’t this talked about. This is some of the most important info to come out.

The election in Britain is over, but if you think there is going to be a better outcome next election because more people will be fed up think again.

There is already enough non-whites to alter the election.


>The Nova Europa project... he Third World invasion—says that a new analysis from the UK government funded “Operation Black Vote” organization— In practical terms this means that the Third World invasion of Britain has already reached such large proportions that it is now impossible to halt or reverse the flooding of Britain through any political party in the current democratic system.


>Calling the nonwhites “Black and Minority Ethnic” or BME voters, the report stated:

“This report has analyised [sic] the BME electorate; voters who will be aged 18 years and above at the 2015 general election. As the Methdology [sic] page explains, we have calculated this data on the basis of the population aged 15 years and above in the 2011 census.”

The analysis showed that

In 241 constituencies (42 percent) in England and Wales, the “BME electorate” is larger than the 2010 majorities of the sitting MP when measured against the 2011 census and counting only the voting electorate.

168 seats equates to over a quarter (29 percent) of all constituencies in England and Wales. Therefore almost one-third of Members of Parliament can be voted in or out depending on the extent that they, and their party, appeals to BME voters.

The report continues:

It is accepted wisdom in political circles that between 100 and 130 seats will determine the result in 2015. That means the ‘Black vote’ will undoubtedly have a major impact.

Many of the 73 “safe” seats with a BME electorate larger than the MP’s majority are only “safe” because the sitting MP and their party enjoy the support of the BME electorate. However traditional patterns of voting are changing as British-born descendants [sic] of immigrants increasingly make political choices independent of their parents and grandparents, so these seats - the vast majority held by Labour – may not always remain safe in future. This process will almost certainly increase the power of the ‘Black vote’ over time as an ever-growing proportion become floating voters.

Marginal seats are defined as those whose sitting parliamentarians have majorities of less than 6,000, although a handful of seats with majorities of under 7,000 qualify for this definition because they have shown a propensity to swing between different parties from one election to the next, particularly if the seat changed hands in 2010, or they are targeted as realistic prospects by the main challenging party.

Boston: Holocaust Memorial Covered in Pork Chops

Five thick pieces of raw pork had been laid on the stone base of the Holocaust memorial, an obelisk that stands amid the 3,000 graves.

Police said they are investigating the vandalism as a hate crime, and religious leaders are planning an interfaith peace rally at the site at 10 a.m. Friday.

Pork is not a kosher food, and its placement at the base of a Holocaust memorial is offensive to Jews.

“We will simply not tolerate hatred in our community,” said Rabbi Yossi Lipsker of the Chabad Lubavitch of the North Shore, who is organizing the rally, in a statement. “I think it’s important for people to stand together and make a very clear message about that.”

The vandalism drew a swift rebuke from the state’s Jewish leaders.

“This act of hate on a community burial ground and Holocaust Memorial is appalling,” Robert Trestan, the New England regional director of the Anti-Defamation League, said in a statement issued Thursday.
R: 273 / I: 92 / P: 9

OPERATION: CUCKSPIRACY

OPERATION: CUCKSPIRACY BEGINS!

Nick has a show called Bella and the bulldogs. Clearly a show based upon cuckold fetishism, see the picture for details incase you missed the last threat.

R: 33 / I: 13 / P: 9

$1 Billion Scandal Involving Jewish Businessman Raises Fear of Antisemitism in Moldova

The Jewish community in Moldova has expressed heightened fear of resurgent antisemitism over the suspected involvement of Moldovan Jewish businessman Ilan Shor in a scheme that cost three of the Eastern European nation’s banks $1 billion.

In an interview with Israel’s Channel 2 News, Marina Lecarteva, a leader of Moldova’s organized Jewish community, expressed her concern over the potential for an antisemitic backlash.

“There is a lot of antisemitism here, especially on the Internet,” she said.

According to Lecarteva, suspicion surrounding Shor – who has been under house arrest since May 6 – is likely to exacerbate local animosity towards the country’s Jewish community.

She said that because Shor is Jewish, “the community is concerned. The masses have identified him as a Jew, and people here are outraged over the fraud, connecting him to the community.”

“We remember our history and the Kishinev pogrom,” she said, referring to the massacre of dozens of Jews and widespread damage to Jewish property that happened in Moldova about a century ago.

She said that the community — estimates put it somewhere between 35,000 and 40,000 people — “has not yet seen any violence, with an emphasis on ‘yet,’” according to Channel 2.

Shor, a 28-year old Moldovan businessman and millionaire, was born in Tel Aviv. He apparently made his fortune selling duty-free goods at Chisinau International Airport and is now the main suspect in the disappearance of about $1 billion from three Moldovan banks late last year. The missing funds amount to about one-eighth of the poor Eastern European country’s gross domestic product.

Suspicion regarding Shor’s involvement in the matter arose as a result of a confidential report issued by the U.S. investigative consultancy Kroll, which claims that companies tied to Shor gradually took control of the banks and allegedly issued large loans to Shor-connected companies.

It is not clear from the report, which itself has no formal legal standing, whether Shor bears personal responsibility for the missing money, but local Moldovans are furious over the scandal.

http://www.algemeiner.com/2015/05/20/1-billion-scandal-involving-jewish-businessman-raises-fear-of-antisemitism-in-moldova/

R: 3/ I: 13 / P: 9

God has abandoned us.

What the fuck is this earth /pol/? A green topped paradise, or a degenerate breeding ground? You be the judge. I wish I could go back in time just 10 years when people still had morals. But that’s not possible, instead we have to wade through the degeneracy. Why is this happening, or rather, why is nothing happening. Lets all take a deep breath and realize that people call others racist for going out or marrying a person of the same race. That is the world we live in. I don’t know how to solve it /pol/ and I’m giving up. No one knows decency and it’s taking a toll on me. I fucking hate this earth.

R: 61 / I: 11 / P: 9

Scotland Yard examining SJW Bahar Mustafa for a ‘race hate tweet’

Police have launched an investigation into a students’ union diversity officer alleged to have tweeted the hashtag “kill all white men”.

Goldsmiths’ University’s welfare and diversity officer Bahar Mustafa sparked a race row by asking white people not to attend an event on diversifying the curriculum.

A petition calling for her to be removed from her job on the union then alleged she used “hate speech” on social media.

She had previously defended her position by saying that minority women could not be racist.
But Scotland Yard today confirmed officers are investigating allegations about her posts on social media.

A spokesman said: "Police received a complaint on 7 May about a racially motivated malicious communication that had been made on a social media account. There have been no arrests and enquiries are continuing."

It comes as Goldsmiths distanced itself from Ms Mustafa following her comments by saying she is "not an employee of the university and is not a student."

The university said it is in "active discussions" with the union, adding: "We are treating all concerns with sensitivity and with the utmost urgency."

"The Students’ Union is independent of Goldsmiths, University of London. It is run by student officials elected by union members. Both the University and the Students’ Union are committed to fighting all forms of oppression, including racism, sexism and any other form of bigotry."

If the petition to have Ms Mustafa removed from her post on the union attracts the signatures of three per cent of Goldsmiths’ student body, a vote of no confidence will be held.

The vote would require a two thirds majority for her to lose her job on the union.

In a response to the petition, Ms Mustafa, 27, acknowledged the use of the term "white trash" on an official Twitter account had been "not professional".

But she claimed the "kill all white men" hashtag - and other similar posts - had been "in-jokes and ways that many people in the queer feminist community express ourselves".

"It’s a way of reclaiming the power from the trauma many of us experience as queers, women, people of colour, who are on the receiving end of racism, misogyny and homophobia daily," she added.

The Evening Standard has approached Ms Mustafa and Goldsmiths’ Student Union for further comment.


tl;dr

Police concerned #killallmen is hate speech

University discussing removal of SJW M.

M. claims tweet is inside joke for LGBTX§

Police concerned #killallmen is hate speech

University discussing removal of SJW M.

M. claims tweet is inside joke for LGBTX§
What is the first thing on this site that you notice, /pol/?

also relevant:

https://twitter.com/POTUS/status/601841646020464640

Christianity

Hey /pol/ I started going to church a while back. I've felt abandoned before as an agnostic. But I figured I'd go to church to check it out. I have to say if you go to a true catholic church, it has a great feeling. You notice that 90% people live for pleasure when in reality we live to serve God, and those who serve God will be offered mercy in Gods kingdom. Homosexuals. Transsexuals. Sluts. Landwhales, Zoophiles. All of these people, /pol/ unanimously hates. Natsoc, libertarian, whatever, we all hate them. But what most of you don't realize that these people define themselves by sin. All I'm saying is that any of you atheists that are feeling abandoned or alone, whatever, you might want to try church.

If you don't well hey don't say I didn't try. May the lord have mercy on your soul.

American Simulator V1

>ITT: we all try/pretend to be Americans.

I'll start.

"I'm gonna do whatever I want as long it maeks me happy."

"Its fine, getting aidsas long you're happy"

"Like ob my gosh"

"Like [insert word here] like"

"I'm [insert age] I can do whatever I want!"

Welcome To The European Guardian - The Home Of Europe's New Right

http://www.europeanguardian.com

I'm just spreading the word of this site here, again, since one anon mentioned the site on another thread.

/boardsfight/

Hello, /pol/

Do you think your board has what it takes to win against all the other boards on the top 25? Want a chance to show that your board is better than all the rest? Or maybe you just want your board to get a little more recognition?

If so, head on over to >>/boardsfight/. The rules are simple: Band together and maintain a presence as long as possible in the name of your board. Anything goes (So long as it's not illegal). Whoever maintains the largest presence with the right to claim /boardsfight/ in the name of their board.

Our first round begins today and ends on June 1st, so get to posting. Good luck.
American Integration

What is your take on integration of immigrants in America?

It seems to be generally thought that immigrants come to America and fuck it up with their cultures, with their alien ideas. But, it seems to me, immigrants from Asia, Africa, and South and Central America try to integrate, as much as they can. Their kids never remember a culture that wasn’t white/European/american, they talk like Americans in English, they are interested in the same ideals, strive to the same goals, feel the same pain as White Americans. They are "integrated". For all functional purposes, they are culturally white, and a white person can and do hang around with them and treat them just like their fellow whites, because he sees not outward difference other than the physical.

Here is an example. I have a relative who’s wife is Filipino, and he is Indian. They are very integrated, speaking American English without an accent, adopting the culture, etc. They still keep some of the old culture, but only the good parts. Their kids are mixed, but they have never had any issue with identity. They’re Americans, brown-skinned ones, but still Americans. They have more in common with whites than with Indians or Filipinos, and they are, again, "functionally white". They have absorbed the Western values from the world and values of those around them.

I also know a kid via some relative, who’s parents came from Africa, who talks and acts white. He doesn’t do the "crack mofo nigga dank weed kill bitches" nigger stuff, he is actually a rather intelligent and hardworking kid. He has a circle of friends that is the same. Muxes and children of immigrants who are fully integrated, have a clear-cut identity as Americans, and are as intelligent or more intelligent than most of their white peers.

I’ve worked out the reason for the niggers. Africans who are able to get to America by themselves have to be rich. They were rich and educated, and not having to deal with the shit poor nigs in huts had to, they could focus on becoming more intelligent. Because intelligence and IQ are very elastic, some of it is racial, but most of it is related to your environment.

Now, my question is, how are these Africans and spics and Asians who integrate with Western culture destroying it? Is it not acceptable for the intelligent and well-adjusted ones come to our nations, if they will do so?

http://m.huffpost.com/us/entry/7343272

Im on mobile so cant archive thought pol would enjoy.

100charcharchar

New Gavin McInnes Podcast

FREE SPEECH - HEATHER MARIE SCHOLL

Heather Marie Scholl is a politically active feminist and artist whom I know almost nothing about. I saw her in Brooklyn putting up a sticker that said, "From one white person to another. It’s on us to end White Supremacy." I approached her and asked her to come on the show. I respect her for having the courage to do so but I don’t think she’ll want to come back.

http://www.dailymotion.com/video/x2qq68v_free-speech-heather-marie-scholl_fun

Gavin verbally rapes her.

Is the white race doomed, /pol/?

We’re becoming a minority in our own countries faster and faster each passing day, and nobody seems to care. If I bring it up, I get called a racist, or they say it’s just “an inevitable fact of life, populations get replaced from time to time.” The only people that seem care are either crazy, neckbeards in their basement, or socially retarded nationalists that just push people away with their attempts at speech on the issue. What can those groups, so few in number regardless of status, do to change the world? Or Europe alone?

I’m not one to give up fighting, and I never will, but how are we supposed to save a people that do not want to be saved? How can we save people who are constantly doing more and more damage to
themselves, intentionally at times even? Even if we can wake people up to white genocide, will it really matter? Who is to say that it will change anything? Maybe I’m just being a pessimist, but with the numbers we’re working with, it seems hopeless. So how can we save the white race, /pol/? Is there any way?

SAUDI GOV’T COMPUTERS HACKED. DOCUMENT DUMP UNDERWAY
http://pastebin.ro/9uAh5Wbf
there are several links to sample leak:
http://www75.zippyshare.com/v/NQgfPAhJ/file.html
pass: fucksaudi@mofa.gov.sa
there is a bunch of word files so anyone can put them in google translator
most of them are from 2014

RISK
>>>/b/2804963 Post name with trip starting position and color
Starting at 8:30pm EST. New players welcome!

Moldofag here.
>Jew steals 1 billion from our national bank
(no matter how fucked up the country, jews will always find a way to fuck it up even more)
>Antisemitism
>Holocaust
IThe news were introduced in our local media by a popular news website, owned by a politician who has declared his affiliation with freemasonry, Vlad Filat. (not his property, he just owns their asses)
But moldovans still didn’t get the chance to be educated, so they began praising hitler in the comments.
Now jews will surely try to educate us even more, but, unlike the west, we still have the right mindset to refute this shit at a national level. So I’m asking you /pol/, what can I do for my people?

4chan is blocking non-whites from posting
Besides the awful hostility due to the flags when it was still possible to post, I think that 4chan deliberatly blocked all non-white countries from posting on its boards, besides the europeans and american flags I did not see a single non-white country posting on /int/ or /pol/.
How can they get away with this? I’ve been browsing that shitty website for years.
That’s it for me, I leaving that shithole full of pretentious racist douchebags.
Where were you when the SJW Jewess was BTFO?
[Video link]

Sweden Democrats showing the way

Sweden Democrats: “Let Us Buy All the Houses To Avoid Asylum Seekers”
[Article link]

> Sweden Democrats (SD) in Sjöbo, Sweden: have put forth a motion for the municipal board that the municipality should buy up all on-the-market property in order to stop asylum entrepreneurs to take control of the properties.

TL;DR: Let’s use capitalism against leftists and shitskins

Child prostitution is practically legal in the UK

> Apparently child prostitution is legal in the UK
> The police’s refusal to help any of the 1400 victims of Rotherham’s rape gang was because where deemed willing prostitutes
> so what?
> isn’t prostitution illegal let alone child prostitution?
> how the fuck is this an acceptable excuse?
[Article links]

Sweden evict old people from their homes so their houses can be used to house shitskins

The Swedish Migration board has given permission to the new owner of a housing estate to turn it into accommodation for immigrants.

> “They will kick out the tenants, and they will do it very quickly. They say we will get some kind of compensation if we move within a month.”
> “It is not so easy for me to move on and I feel comfortable here. I have planted a small garden that I care about and can not imagine staying in an apartment where I do not have anything to do.”

According to news company, Värmlands Folkblad, if the Millmark center is filled with 144 immigrants, Jonsson will make over $1,500,000 in a month, with each migrant worth $350 every day. This money will come from the Swedish taxpayers.

Jonsson is just a business man who is interested in filling his wallet. The real anti-Whites here are the people from the Swedish migration board, who have admitted in the past that White Swedish areas must be favored for more immigration rather than minority White Swedish areas.

The town of Torsby is one of those majority White Swedish areas, and as such is now a target for immigration.

Further info
I cracked the nigger code.

I’ve fucking figured it out guys.

You don’t have to watch this video but it’s what sparked off this realization.

In the black community, there’s virtually no nuclear families. Just dumb nigger sluts putting out to droves of dumb niggers, having kids. Because kids = Gubment housing, food stamps, welfare, etc.

But, what I don’t think we realize, is that their inbreeding. Niggers don’t move around, and when kids by the same father by different mother; none of who know the father, and who’s mothers never pay attention to their kids. This is obviously resulting in inbreeding.

I think combined with the supplication of personal responsibility from liberal policies on welfare, this is the key reason why Basketball Americans are that extra bit shittier than Africans.

I have a chinese girlfriend who loves to cook and clean, hates to work, and i ask her questions like what do you think of diversity? (although i word it differently because shes chinese) and she says its not good, i try to redpill her on things, shes conservative, and she does everything i ask her, its summer so she wore some short pants and i told her NEVER to wore that again and she apologized and cut some of her long jeans to make shorts that are knee high, did i do good pol?

Saudi Arabia to buy nuclear bombs in response to Iran.

I think such an action might severely set back the US deescalation in Iran. Now Iran has another extremely good reason to continue weapons development.

Will my beliefs just gradually evolve?

When all know the power of memes, let’s use it ever more.
Irish people fly in from all over the world to vote to legalise it

http://www.independent.co.uk/news/world/europe/irish-people-are-travelling-home-from-all-over-the-world-so-they-can-vote-to-legalise-gay-marriage-10268990.html

Based Irish people.

Climate Change Solutions

The reason climate change exists is because of possibly natural heating of the planet. Water Vapor is a great source of greenhouse gas and can eventually cause a major warming of the planet. Also, water can contract and thus the tides will rise. Also trace gases, including pollutants from vehicles and related mechanics, only make up 1% of the atmosphere.

> Consider the following striking liberals.

Lastly, adaptations and things that can be done is possibly the mass reproduction of trees for both manufacturing and also to provide oxygen to cool down the planet also pencils, paper, and more supplies could be made in the same process.

> Liberals are making false claims and solutions that have no real effect.

diversity

The end goal of “diversity” may be to destroy global diversity for economic and political reasons.

The West’s just the start.

Oslo police officer gets fined 80,000 NOK because he arrested a drug dealing nigger.

Norway, Oslo police officer gets fined 80,000 NOK because he arrested a drug dealing nigger.

Oslo police officer gets fined 80,000 NOK because he arrested a drug dealing nigger.

> The special unit for the investigation of police affairs is fining the officer for baton use during this arrest. Two batons was placed in the mouth of the person to prevent him from swallowing drugs.

Basically a police officer arrests a Dindu.

Dindu tries to swallow drugs.

Uses force to prevent the Dindu from swallowing evidence.

Now the media are crying. Muh police brutality, much racism and fining the officer for “excessive use of force”.

I bet money on if the same happened to a white dealer, the media would not give a shit.


It gets better

http://www.tv2.no/2015/02/17/nyheter/apovald/politi/batong/6985636

> Can be racism

> Leader for anti-racist center Rune Berglund Steen characterizes the police treatment of the 28 year old as torture and can possibly have acted out of racism.
It is worrying how often the police go to far and act to violent, what is more worrying how how often the victims are of minority background. There is no doubt that this is racism.

Extremely large column of trucks with flags and livery rolling through desert in formation

IS has no air power whatsoever

USELESS USAF incapable of bombing them

What’s the matter? Were they afraid the vibrations from the bombs would scare the local wildlife or something?

Face it. Western militaries are completely pozzed to the point they can’t even prosecute wars properly anymore.

Yesterday, the red-green-pink majority (Social Democrats (S), Green Party (MP), Left Party (V) and Feministiskt Initiativ (Fi) in Stockholm municipality voted for a new plan that will give returning ISIS members priority when searching for housing (they will also be able to purchase housing for a reduced price), they will be given jobs financed by tax payer money aswell as government money (free money).

I was given NONE of these things when I needed them the most and was desperately searching for a job in order to take care of myself, but no, the anti-white massmigration policies has fucked this country so good, despite searching for a job for a whole year, I didn’t find one, I was humiliated and forced into living with my parents, yet when people who are either born in this country or have immigrated to this country, go to Syria to behead and rape people on behalf of the jews, they are given all these things when they come back? This is an INSULT to the entire world, but especially to all law-obeying (we shouldn’t be obeying laws meant to exterminate us, though), and hard-working swedes.

Despite massive criticism, they are continuing carrying out their plans.

I have done what I can, here is a google document with all the email adresses of all the politicians involved in this:

https://docs.google.com/document/d/19bSzzcD1RSFkdCLZ3Ph9fPRkDemWASHBOorOEgVMrWA/edit?usp=sharing

Do whatever you want with them, I've personally sent many pictures of the victims of ISIS to them, while demanding of them to resign since they no longer represent the interests of the swedish people, but the interests of our enemies.

I've been talking to a germanon for quite some time. And i red-pilled him on certain things - but he is all over his own history. So i wanted to red-pill him on Wilhelm 2. and everything before Hitler. But the thing is that Otto von Bismarck (the iron chancellor) seem to be an ambiguous figure in pre-WW Germany.

His companion banker Bleichröder was a Rothschild functionary as some of you might know - so my overall question is - could you help me to find out what the real conspiracy was? Otto put Germany (early) into a high amount of debts and so on - so please tell me what you find out about this. I can’t get anymore informations other that the biography of Bismarck showed us.

I really want to red-pill this german on his history - Hitler compared to Wilhelm the second and then to Bismarck is fairly easy to explain - but he (the german) means alot to me - so please help me out this one time. Because everything i know is that everyone hated him - and now he is beloved the way he handled the bank-lobby.

Its like Hitler but only the other way around. And even (as far as i know) the prussian King hated him.

Whats with all these shows about parents with a large amound of children such as 19 and Counting? First off, how can there be 17 year olds yet the mother looks like a 21 year old. As well Table for 12. Who knows if these parents are real to begin with. But to the credit of these families. These families are a example of what should be the norm. Tons of white children being born to go against the mass births because of shebooms.
The only real issue is the "molestation" or what liberals call RAEP accusations are really putting on some weight to the white restoration project.

So, how many of you believe in control of history? How much do you people think pic related manipulated historical records to control the sheeple?

So through the embedded video I found the source video:
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=o5Lz42sgrw

What the fuck. Do Feminists ACTUALLY believe all that shit, or is it just propaganda?
How the fuck can they get away with just flat out lying about almost everything?

Deep Space: I'm An Asshole (just like the Jews)

Let's give this guy a little love and encouragement. He is a mediocre comedian, who enjoys controversial topics.
In this monologue, he admits the Jews are a bunch of fucked up inbreds who built a culture around the fact that they are so rejected and hated. Let's show him a demand for this type of material. Plant a seed!

The Jews did Jack the Ripper
"The Juwes will not be blamed for nothing"

The Goulston Street graffito was some writing on a wall that was found beside a clue in the 1888 Whitechapel murders investigation.

The Whitechapel murders were a series of brutal attacks on women in the Whitechapel district in the East End of London that occurred between 1888 and 1891.

Five of the murders are generally attributed to "Jack the Ripper", whose identity remains unknown, while the perpetrator(s) of the remaining six cannot be verified or are disputed.

Why isn't this a widely known fact?

"Bull" from Bella & Bulldogs got CUCKED
Black nigger from Bella and the Bulldogs got CUCKED by a white boy! Look at pic related for proof!
The Strange Case of JewishRacism.com

Assimilated kindly people who happen to be Jewish do exist. I personally have known many. I’m sure millions of people the world over have, by now, encountered this phenomenon:

> meet person
> not a malevolent kike
> identifies as "Jewish" or "a jew" or whatever
> nuh fuggin linguistic particulars.

Anyway.

At some point in high school I (we, whatever) “learned” The Armenian genocide - it was acknowledged, at least, that something happened, that there was in fact, an attempt.

It was blamed on the country Turkey (yes, it was actually that dumbed down).

Rushing this because reasons.

Vid related - consistent with Real History.

the guest states in no uncertain terms that his website is called jewishracism.com; he wrote two books, please check it out, this expert on ZOG FACTS has had his site taken over.

someone please screencap that shit for this thread

it now says Jewish Racism protecting all jews business

national self rediscovery

Look around, look around.

Otherkin, transgender, demisexuals, transniggers, feminists, anartracist, pro-this, pro-that, brony, whovian, neets, gangsters, commodified sub-cultures, invented sub-cultures, blah blah labels and slacktivism.

These are the descendants of decent hard working people, and they don’t even know it. They’re likely to even rather forget their ancestors out of shame or guilt, thanks to their ‘education’ and ‘entertainment’.

But can traditionalism solve the identity crisis the radical left are taking advantage of? To first romanticize the national dress and the festivals, then the old lifestyles and values in an ever maddening arms race to be the most politically correct?

Maybe TV series like “Who Do You Think You Are?” and vid related could pave that way. But how else can it gain traction?

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=9Sx0Wr-uT0s

Alt for Norge (All for Norway, though marketed in the United States as The Great Norway Adventure) is a Norwegian reality television series which debuted in 2010 and appears on TVNorge and hosted by Henriette Bruusgaard. The series features Americans of Norwegian descent, but who have never visited Norway, competing in various tasks while traveling the country, aiming to win $50,000 and meet their Norwegian relatives. The popular series won the Gullruten award (Norway’s version of the Emmys) for best reality show in 2011 and 2012. [1][2][3][4]

A Swedish version of the program, Alt för Sverige, debuted in 2011 and a Danish version of the program "Alt for Danmark", debuted in 2012. The series concept has been sold to several countries / TV networks.
Stormkikes desecrate Christian chapel

Fucking disgusting. Why can’t they attack synagogues? Stormfag scum.

why

Why do stormfags hate Jews but are christfags at the same time?

You do realize Jesus was a Jewish man? You worship not only a Jew, but you worship a human being as a god as well? Am I the only one who sees a problem with this?

inb4 hurr durr fedora

picts unrelated

Sweden YES

THE ACCELERATION OF SWEDEIFICATION

It looks like Sweden want to end it soon—

Healthcare in Sweden Cannot Cope With the Flood of Immigrants

> The health care services in the province of Blekinge, Sweden are imploding under the pressure of the two asylum centres in the province.


Statistics Sweden: Record Immigration Results in Population Boom

> New numbers from Statistics Sweden (SCB) show a dramatic future population increase. The main reason is the high amount of immigration from the Third World.


ISIS Terrorists Will Receive Special Treatment in Stockholm

> The majority leftist city council of the city of Stockholm has decided that to introduce a new “strategy” against extremism.


Unhappy Asylum Seekers Smeared Their Own Feces All-Over Kitchen

> Asylum seekers in Sweden who were unhappy with their accommodation, decided to smear feces all over their kitchen as a sign of protest.


Low marks for Sweden’s muddled teacher training

> Serious failings in Sweden’s teacher training system go a long way to explaining the country’s steep drop in school rankings, according to a new OECD report.

https://archive.is/l3wo

Why Swedish girls are leaving home for Isis

> More girls and women than ever before are leaving Sweden to fight with terrorist groups like Isis.

https://archive.is/efzt1

IVF bid for Swedish singles moves forward
Plans to allow single women in Sweden to have fertility treatment funded by taxpayers are expected to come into force next year. The new rules would allow the same reproductive rights to singles as women in a relationship.

https://archive.is/4IEco

---

They won't make it.

Are Slavs Stupid? And other findings from a world IQ map.

This IQ map seems to suggest that Slavic countries, on average, are less intelligent than Germanic ones.

Two possible explanations:

1. Slavs are genetically inferior
2. Infrastructure, education etc. in Slavic States is still subpar to wealthier Western ones

Other fun facts:

Homogeneous/Majority White countries are generally superior to Nigger/Spic/Sandnigger/Currynigger ones. Just look at Argentina versus Brazil. (inb4 angiesnotwhite maymay)

East Asian countries also have higher IQs - no surprise there. Even poor shitholes like Mongolia are on par with whites!

Irish are less intelligent than Britons, but Italians are surprisingly on par with the Germanic states.

Muslim countries are also less intelligent than white ones. Even modern ones like Turkey.

The US beat out Canada with its superior welfare state infrastructure and whiter population! Huh?

Christianity = Mind Control

Christianity is dead: time to find your WILL TO POWER

Embrace your nature, embrace science, embrace reality. Embrace the future White Man!

Anyone over 25yrs old who still worships crazy Jewish myths needs to stop acting like a delusional, pathetic, self-indulgent, lying worm of a man.

"Man Buns" and other Hipster Abominations

Lately around my area, I have been seeing a lot of the men wearing long beards, and get this, some abominable grungy thing called a "man bun." Many of my old "dudebro" friends who I used to play video games and go fishing with are now hyper-liberal vegans. They all have those stupid beards, skinny jeans, horn-rimmed glasses, and long unkempt hair that they put into a messy man-bun - it is not uncommon for them to also appear emaciated, reek of alcohol metabolites, and have an ugly girlfriend with hairy legs and grungy hair in tow. As a clean shaven man with dusty blonde hair maintained in a conservative style and a beautifully-toned and mildly-tanned body, I am often called an "oppressor" and "the problem with humanity."

What is it with hipsters? Why are they such degenerates? Why are we not shaming and making fun of these people? Why are they trying so hard to subvert and destroy human culture? Why are they gender-swapping fashion in the most perverse and vulgar manner possible and not questioning it within the context of "gender appropriation" the same way they tend to do with "cultural appropriation?"

/pol/, when was the first time you started to notice these sorts of shifts in society?

Guess the races involved and win a prize. Bonus if you dox the female to see if she's a sjw.

http://www.liveleak.com/view?i=e38_1432315616